In vitro Penetration and Bioavailability of Novel Transdermal Quercetin-loaded Ethosomal Gel
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Quercetin has been widely used to treat many diseases because of its high antioxidant activity. However, it has low oral bioavailability and penetration through the skin. The aim of this research was to enhance penetration and bioavailability of quercetin using transdermal ethosomal gel. Three ethosomal formulae, E1 (1 %), E2 (1.5 %) and E3 (2 %) with different concentration of quercetin were prepared using thin-film hydration method. Their physical properties were characterized, and then a selected ethosomal formula was incorporated into a gel dosage form. Two gels, one ethosomal and the other non-ethosomal were prepared. In vitro penetration using Franz diffusion cells and bioavailability study in Sprague Dawley male rats were carried out. Results showed that E2 was the chosen formula to be incorporated into the gel dosage form. According to the in vitro penetration study, the diffusion flux of quercetin from the ethosomal and non-ethosomal gels were 343.35±17.69 ng/cm²/h and 120.68±11.92 ng/cm²/h, respectively (P<0.05). In the bioavailability study, ethosomal gel showed higher maximum concentration (Cmax) and area under curve (AUC) when compared to non-ethosomal gel and oral suspension. Cmax from the ethosomal gel, non-ethosomal gel, and oral suspension were 413.49±28.64, 189.46±49.68, and 61.92±14.31 ng/ml, respectively (P<0.05). AUC from the ethosomal gel, non-ethosomal gel, and oral suspension were 4035.15±560.60, 584.87±265.46, and 431.21±239.85, respectively (P<0.05). In conclusion, ethosomal gel could increase penetration and bioavailability of quercetin compared to non-ethosomal gel.
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Nowadays natural products from herbal medicines are used to treat many diseases[1]. One of the secondary metabolites of herbal medicine with many advantages are flavonoids[2]. Flavonoids can be found in many vegetables and fruits such as onion, apple, grapes and broccoli[3,4]. Quercetin (QC) is a flavonoid that can be used in disease prevention because it has a high antioxidant activity[5-7]. QC protects cells from free radicals and increases the integrity of the cells[6,7]. QC is mostly consumed orally. However, QC has low oral bioavailability[2]. For instance, its absorption in the gastrointestinal tract (GIT) is low due to low solubility in water[9]. Also, QC is metabolized immediately through enzymatic hydrolysis[9] in GIT when administered orally. It is also glucuronidated, sulphated and methylated[8-10]. More than 95 % of QC absorbed is metabolized by hepatic metabolism[6,10] and is eliminated from the intestinal cells through an efflux pump mechanism[10]. The absolute bioavailability of QC in rats and human after oral administration of aglycone QC are 16 and 44.8 %, respectively[10].

Transdermal drug delivery systems (TDDS) have the potential to overcome these problems[11]. However, composition and structure of the skin make them as the first barrier for many drugs to cross into the systemic circulation[12,13]. Synthesizing nanoparticles or nanovesicles is one of the methods that has been used to increase drug penetration through the skin[11]. Ethosomes are nanovesicles with high potential to increase the penetration of drugs[14]. Ethosomes entrap drugs and assist them to reach the systemic circulation since they are made up of phospholipids, water and high concentration of ethanol (20-50 %)[11,15-17]. Furthermore, ethosomes can entrap many kinds of drugs, not only hydrophilic drugs such as bupropion hydrochloride[18] and salbutamol sulphate[19], but also hydrophobic...
drugs like piroxicam, carvedilol, finasteride and clotrimazole. Also, ethosomes can be used to increase the bioavailability of natural products. For instance, in previous studies, ethosomes were used to enhance penetration of ligustrazine and alkaloids from *Sophora alopecuroides*. Thus, this drug delivery system is likely to increase the penetration of QC through the skin.

Studies related to topical or dermal formulation of QC were done by formulating QC into gel, emulgel and microemulsion gel, microneedles, lipid microparticles and nanocrystals. A previous study on QC ethosomes by Park et al. in which QC was formulated into ethosomes to enhance its skin deposition. However, they only obtained permeation and skin deposition data. In this investigation, QC-loaded ethosomes was prepared, characterized and incorporated into a gel dosage form. Physical properties of gels made were evaluated too. Additionally, *in vitro* penetration test and bioavailability study in rats were performed. The previous QC bioavailability studies were only done through the oral, intravenous or other parenteral routes. Davies and Yaniez, stated that until 2013, no one had tested the pharmacokinetics of QC from a transdermal dosage form, either in animals or humans. Therefore, it is necessary to do a bioavailability study for a QC transdermal dosage form.

The aim of this study was to increase the penetration and bioavailability of QC using ethosomes.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

QC was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Singapore). Hydrogenated phosphatidylcholine (Phospholipon 80H®) was gifted by Lipoid GmBH (Germany). Ethanol 96 % and dichloromethane were purchased from Merck (Germany). Excipients used in gel formulation such Carbopol 940® were obtained from Lubrizol. Acetonitrile of high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC)-grade was obtained from Merck (Germany). All other solvents and reagents were analytical grade (Sigma).

**Preparation of QC ethosomes:**

QC ethosomes was prepared by using thin-film hydration method according to Park et al. Three ethosomal formulae were presented in Table 1. Phospholipon 80 H (2 %) was dissolved in 25 ml dichloromethane, while QC (1-2 %) was dissolved in 45 ml ethanol. Then, both solutions were mixed. The mixture was evaporated in a rotary evaporator at a temperature of 40° (150 rpm) for 30 min, and solvent traces were removed. The thin film of ethosomes was hydrated with phosphate buffer solution pH 5.0 in a round bottom flask using rotary evaporator at a temperature of 37° without vacuum for 10 min. After that, suspension obtained was sonicated by using a probe sonicator for 20 min at room temperature.

**Determination of entrapment efficiency (% EE):**

The % EE of ethosomes suspension was measured using a direct method. Each ethosomal suspension was centrifuged 14 000 rpm (30 min) for two times (Spectrafuge 16 M, Labnet, USA). After being centrifuged, the supernatant was removed, while the precipitated ethosomes was collected and ruptured by adding methanol. QC was analysed by using reversed phase HPLC with maximum wavelength at 370 nm. The % EE was calculated using the following Eqn.: % EE=Cp/Cs×100, where Cp is QC concentration in the precipitated ethosomes, and Cs is QC concentration in the ethosomes suspension.

**Characterization of particle size, polydispersity index, and zeta potential:**

The physical properties, including particle size, polydispersity index, and zeta potential were measured using a particle size analyser (PSA) type ZS Malvern (United Kingdom) at room temperature. All determinations were performed in triplicate.

**Morphology of vesicle chosen:**

Morphology of selected vesicle (E2), was performed by using transmission electron microscope (TEM). Samples were prepared using 1 % phosphotungstic acid buffer (pH 6.0) at room temperature. Samples were viewed with a Philips TEM Jele JEM 1400 electron microscope (USA), with an accelerating voltage of 100 kV.

**Formulation of gel dosage forms:**

The chosen ethosomal formula (E2) was incorporated into a gel dosage form. There were two gels prepared...
as shown in Table 2. Both gels were prepared using Carbopol 940® as a gelling agent. Triethanolamine was added to neutralize the pH of carbomer and obtain high viscous gel base\textsuperscript{[40]}. The ethosomes chosen (E2) was incorporated into the gel and mixed by using homogenizer at 500 rpm (20 min) to get ethosomal gel (EG). On the other hand, the non-ethosomal gel (NEG) was prepared by mixing QC into a gel base without any treatments.

**Physical stability test:**

Physical stability study of gels was done by storing the gels prepared at different temperatures, i.e. low (4±2°), room (28±2°) and high temperature (40±2°) for 12 w. Both of gels were evaluated their organoleptic, homogeneity, and pH (pH meter Eutech Instrument, Singapore) every two weeks. Additionally, viscosity and rheological properties using Brookfield viscometer (Brookfield, USA) were observed at the first and twelfth week. A cycling test for six cycles was also performed.

**Experimental animals:**

Male Sprague-Dawley rats (200-250 g) were purchased from Badan Penelitian dan Pengembangan Kesehatan (Balitbangkes, Jakarta, Indonesia). They were acclimated for two weeks before the experiment. Rats were housed six rats per cage, maintained at a room temperature of 25±2° and an alternating 12-h light-dark cycle. Rats were given free access to food and water. All animal treatment methods had been approved by the Ethical Committee of Cipto Mangunkusumo Hospital, Faculty of Medicine, Universitas Indonesia with ethical approval Reg. No. 337/UN2.F1/ETIK/2015.

**In vitro penetration test:**

An in vitro penetration test was conducted to determine the effect of ethosomes to the penetration of QC. In this research, male Sprague-Dawley rats were used. Rats were euthanized to obtain their abdominal skin. The rat’s abdominal hair was removed before skin was used. Experiments were run using Franz diffusion cells with receptor compartment containing phosphate buffer solution pH 7.4 mixed with 1 % Tween 80 as medium\textsuperscript{[41,42]}. Abdominal skin of rats (1.77 cm\textsuperscript{2}) was mounted on the receptor compartment with the side facing upwards into the donor compartment and the dermal side facing downwards into the receptor. The temperature was maintained at 37±0.5°. Samples (±1 g) contained 5 mg/g QC were applied onto the skin in the donor compartment. Samples (450 µl) were withdrawn through the sampling port of diffusion cell at 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 12 and 24 h. The receptor compartment was immediately replaced with an equal volume of fresh medium. Next, 50.0 µl formic acid 2 % was added to the samples, and then they were analysed by using HPLC at 370 nm.

**Bioavailability study:**

A bioavailability study was performed by grouping rats into three groups. EG was given to the first group, while the second group was the NEG group. The third group was given a QC oral suspension (20 mg/kg). In the first and second group, the abdominal rat’s hair was removed before gel application. The gel was placed inside of O-ring (1.5 cm in diameters). Then, it was put on the rat’s abdominal skin and closed by skin patch to ensure the gel was in the right place for 24 h. Both EG and NEG contained 20 mg/kg body weight of QC. Blood samples (500 µl) were collected at the particular time interval (0, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 12 and 24 h) through orbital veins and stored in a heparinized sample tube. Samples were vortexed, then centrifuged at 5000 rpm for 20 min to separate plasma from the red blood cells, then they were stored in –20°

**Sample preparation:**

Irbesartan solution (0.2 mg/ml) 50.0 µl as an internal standard and 50.0 µl formic acid 2 % were added to plasma samples (200 µl). The mixture was vortexed for 10 s, and 200 µl methanol was added to precipitate the plasma proteins. After that, the samples were vortexed again for 1 min, then centrifuged at 5000 rpm for 10 min. The supernatant (200 µl) was obtained, then 50 µl aliquot was injected into HPLC system to analyse the concentration of QC in rat plasma.

**Analysis of QC in rat plasma:**

HPLC was conducted by using LC-20A Shimadzu series with autosampler and UV/Vis detector (Shimadzu,
Japan). QC analysis was carried out on reversed phase column (5 µm Sunfire Waters® C18, 250×4.6 mm), and eluted isocratically, at flow rate of 0.8 ml/min using a mixture of acetonitrile-phosphate buffer (pH 3.0; 45:55) as a mobile phase. Injection volume 50 µl was employed. QC was detected at 370 nm. Calibration curves were linear over the range 15.625-2000 ng/ml, with a correlation coefficient (r) was 0.9999, and lower limit of quantification (LLOQ) was 15.625 ng/ml.

**Statistical analysis:**

Statistical analysis of data was performed using GraphPad Prism 6.0 via unpaired t-tests with significance level was set at P<0.05.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

One of the best methods to enhance drug penetration is formulating drugs into nanovesicles[44]. In this study, the primary purpose of formulating QC in ethosomes was to overcome its penetration[27] and bioavailability[39] problems. Ahad et al. showed that ethosomes could increase the bioavailability of drugs[39].

In this investigation, QC was incorporated into each ethosomes formula with different concentration ranged from 1-2 %. It was done to know the effect of QC concentration on % EE. The results showed that % EE of E1, E2, and E3 were 95.03±0.24, 97.26±0.09 and 47.71±0.12 %, respectively. The highest % EE was E2, which was twice higher than E3. This result was similar to Park et al.[39], where the increasing amount of QC incorporated into ethosomes would increase the % EE. This phenomenon was related to the ratio of QC and Phospholipon 80H. Increasing the amount of QC without being followed by the addition of Phospholipon 80H® causes low % EE because phospholipid molecules have a maximum capacity to entrap drug molecules. In this research, % EE of E3 (2 % QC) was only 47.71±0.12 %. It showed that maximum entrapment for 2 % Phospholipon 80H was 1.5 % QC. The high concentration of ethanol in ethosomes formula made the vesicle membrane leaky thereby decreased the drug entrapment. Ahad et al. have observed that the increase of drug concentration into the ethosomes could cause leakage of excess drug from the vesicular structure[39]. Thus, propylene glycol was added as a stabilizing agent and penetration enhancer to increase drug penetrated through the skin[45].

Percent EE is also affected by zeta potential of vesicle formula[46]. A good suspension should have a zeta potential value higher than +30 mV or smaller than –30 mV[47]. The significance of the zeta potential exhibits an inherent stability of the colloidal suspension system. If each particle suspension has a zeta potential higher than +30 mV or lower than –30 mV, they would have tend to repel each other, and they would not aggregate to become a larger particle. On the other hand, if the particles have zeta potential between +30 – (–30) mV, then they would come together and flocculate[45,48]. Another research showed that vesicles formula which had zeta potential less than –30 mV would have a high entrapment capacity[45]. Sou[46] found that a negative charge of zeta potential causes an increase of entrapment capacity. Furthermore, he also discovered that an advantage of the estimation of the entrapment capacity as a function of zeta potential is that the zeta potential can be easily observed by measuring electrophoretic mobility[46]. The result in this research was in line with the theory. As seen in Table 3, with the lowest zeta potential among other formulae, E2 had the highest % EE too.

The results of polydispersity index, particle size and zeta potential measurement for each sample were shown in Table 3. Overall, particle size average (D mean volume) for all formulae were around 96.99-476.74 nm. E1 had the smallest particle size compared to the other formulae. The increase of amount QC in the suspension would increase the particle size of ethosomes. These results were related to the particle collision in the suspension. Brownian motion makes particles collide and tend to aggregate each other[49]. Particle size distribution of all ethosomes formulas can be seen in fig. 1.

Based on Table 3, the ethosome formula chosen that was incorporated into the gel dosage form, was E2. Even its particle size was not the smallest, but its PDI and zeta potential were the best among other formulae. So that, E2 was observed its morphology by using TEM. It could be seen that E2 had a spherical shape (fig. 2).

Based on the stability test results, there were not any changes in colour or odour for EG for all temperature storage. However, NEG stored at room and hot

**TABLE 3: PHYSICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF QUERCETIN-LOADED ETHOSOMES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Formula</th>
<th>D mean volume (nm)</th>
<th>PDI</th>
<th>Zeta potential (mV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E1</td>
<td>96.99±12.43</td>
<td>0.833±0.13</td>
<td>-28.80±0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E2</td>
<td>128.73±16.35</td>
<td>0.545±0.05</td>
<td>-34.83±0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E3</td>
<td>476.54±95.76</td>
<td>0.881±0.11</td>
<td>-30.37±0.29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(n=3); PDI: polydispersity index
temperature showed a slight change in colour in the second and other weeks. Its yellow colour became darker than the first it made. Based on these observations, EG provided a better stability for QC when compared to NEG. The colour change from pale yellow to yellow or dark yellow caused by the instability of QC in NEG. QC is an antioxidant that is susceptible to oxidation and high temperature. Therefore, QC in the NEG was more easily oxidized when it was stored at room and high temperature. The results showed that ethosomes could improve the stability of QC in EG. This result is in line with the theory described by Toutou et al.\textsuperscript{[14]} and Rakesh and Anoop\textsuperscript{[15]} that ethosomes can improve the stability of the active substance because it can shield them directly from the temperature and oxidation exposure. Based on the pH measurement during the 12 w of storage, pH of all gels was in the range of the skin pH. Gels should not be too acidic or alkaline because they can irritate the skin. During the storage at room temperature, pH of all gels decreased slightly. However, pH of all gels was still around 4.5 to 5.62. During 12 w of storage, the viscosity of both gels declined. They were 1.47 % for EG and 1.69 % for NEG as seen in fig. 3. The decrease in viscosity was associated with a reduction in pH of the gel base because the viscosity of carbomer gel was affected by its pH. Its viscosity would decrease when its pH becomes more acidic. However, Rheological properties of the gels did not indicate any changes after 12 w of storage. They tend to have a pseudoplastic thixotropic rheology.

The purpose of the cycling test was to determine the crystallization of drugs and syneresis in the gels. From the evaluation, the results showed that all gels were stable and there were not any colour changes, crystallization, or syneresis. This result revealed that the carbomer could retain the water in the matrix. It could be concluded that the gels were physically stable.

From the \textit{in vitro} penetration test, EG and NEG performed their ability to enhance the penetration of QC through the rat skin. Rat skin was chosen as the membrane because a rodent’s skin showed the same characteristics as lipids composition in the stratum corneum of human\textsuperscript{[50]}. Receptor compartment was filled by phosphate buffer solution pH 7.4 containing 1 % Tween 80. This medium was chosen because it had been optimized by Casagrande et al.\textsuperscript{[41]}, and had been used in many types of research to prove the penetration and permeation of QC from dermal dosage forms\textsuperscript{[3,42,51]}. Hydroalcoholic solution or the addition of solubilizing agent were used to solve the solubility problem of class II Biopharmaceutics Classification System (BCS) drugs to maintain the sink condition\textsuperscript{[41]}.

The \textit{in vitro} penetration test result showed that EG gave higher cumulative amount of QC penetrated than NEG as shown in fig. 4. Diffusion flux for each dosage form was shown in fig. 5. There was a significant difference
between EG and NEG for diffusion flux \((P=0.0286; P<0.05)\). The results revealed that EG could increase the penetration of QC through the rat skin compared to NEG. Ethosomes could increase the penetration of QC due to its nano-size and particular composition. The primary content of ethosomes is phospholipid and ethanol. Ethanol increases the elasticity and flexibility of ethosomes so that it can penetrate through the stratum corneum freely\(^{[14,15,30]}\). Also, ethanol can disrupt the lipid bilayer in the stratum corneum\(^{[11]}\). Ethanol provides a higher skin penetration for entrapped molecules compared to conventional liposomes because it facilitates ethosomes penetration\(^{[27]}\).

Hatahet et al. stated that even QC is formulated in a lipid nanoparticle, it will not show a transdermal delivery on human skin. Transdermal delivery of QC from a nano dosage form could not be achieved without penetration enhancers. So that, in this formula, ethanol and propylene glycol were used as the enhancers to enhance the penetration of QC.

Ethanol can interact with the polar head group of lipid molecules that causes a decline in the transition temperature of lipids in the stratum corneum. Consequently, there will be an elevation on fluidity of ethosomes and reduction of the density of lipid bilayer. Then, the effect of ethosomes works on the penetration and permeation to the skin, and the next step is the fusion of ethosomes with skin lipids. This stage causes the release of the drugs into the deeper layers of the skin along the penetration pathway\(^{[52]}\).

The external phase of the formulation has a significant effect to the releasing of a drug. Hydrophilic gels are known to increase drug release quickly\(^{[27]}\). QC has very limited skin penetration capacity. It is restricted by both insolubilities in water and the hydrophobic partition coefficient \((\log P=1.82±0.32)\) due to the nonpolar groups in its structure\(^{[53]}\). Based on the results of Park et al.\(^{[30]}\), cumulative amount of QC penetrated from ethanolic solution and distilled water were only 1.4±0.4 and 0.6±0.2 \(\mu\)g/cm\(^2\), respectively. These results showed that the cumulative amount QC penetrated would be so small if there were not any treatments or modifications. By formulating QC in the ethosomes, Park et al. could increase the amount penetrated up to 3.6±0.3 \(\mu\)g/cm\(^2\). In this study, QC-loaded ethosomes was incorporated into a gel dosage form. This method could increase the amount of QC penetrated up to 7.6±0.4 \(\mu\)g/cm\(^2\). This amount was twice higher than the amount of QC penetrated from ethosomes in the reference. The using of gel as vehicle of the ethosomes could give an additional effect to the penetration of QC. This phenomenon was caused by the high content of water from the gel. Water can hydrate the stratum corneum and open its compact structure, then QC penetrates easily through the skin\(^{[11]}\).

All results for bioavailability study in this research can be seen in Table 4 and plasma concentration-time profile of QC in rat plasma can be seen in fig. 6. There were significant differences in \(C_{\text{max}}\) \((P=0.0022)\), \(\text{AUC}_{0-\text{t}}\) \((P=0.0022)\) and \(\text{AUC}_{0-\infty}\) \((P=0.0022)\) of EG when compared to NEG and OS \((P<0.05)\). It can be seen from Table 4 that half-time \((t_{1/2})\) of EG was longer than NEG and OS. This result was directly related to the maximum concentration achieved of each formula. The higher \(C_{\text{max}}\) of drugs in the circulation, the longer time for the body to eliminate them so that the half-life required will be even longer. In this research, \(k_e\) was calculated by using PKSolver Software. Results of the bioavailability study showed that \(k_e\) for EG was lower than NEG, it means that QC released from EG would
be eliminated slowly from rat’s circulation. According to the low of $k_e$ from EG, it can be concluded that EG was potential as a sustained release dosage form as explained by Pirvu et al.\cite{54}. EG could reduce of both dose and frequency of administration. These benefits may lead to a good compliance of patient, lower cost production, and less of the dose-related side effects\cite{55}. These results showed that QC given transdermally could provide greater bioavailability compared to the oral administration. Oral absorption of QC is very low because QC is very rapidly metabolized by first-pass metabolism\cite{3}. Additionally, QC consumed orally will be hydrolysed by enzymatic reaction or by microbes followed by glucuronidation, sulfation or methylation. Therefore, compounds with prominent level that could be measured in plasma are inactive metabolites instead of QC. However, the analysis of QC metabolites in rat’s plasma was not conducted in this study because this study focused on proving that the transdermal administration of QC may increase the bioavailability in the body.

The bioavailability of QC could be increased by choosing a better administration route. This study showed that by formulating QC into a transdermal gel, the bioavailability of QC increased significantly (P<0.05). When QC administered orally, as mentioned above, it would be metabolized immediately. On the other hand, the QC penetrated from NEG could pass the hepatic metabolism and be distributed directly to the circulation to all parts of the body. So, transdermal could be an alternative route to enhance the bioavailability of drugs. However, when NEG was compared to EG, its $C_{\text{max}}$ was not higher than EG. These results revealed that formulating QC into a gel dosage form was not enough to increase the bioavailability of a drug. Many types of research have shown that the bioavailability of drugs could be improved by entrapping them in submicron vesicles\cite{46}. By entrapping QC into the ethosomes, it could rise the $C_{\text{max}}$ and AUC of QC in the rat’s plasma. As explained in the in vitro penetration results, ethosomes could enhance the penetration of QC by its deformability and flexibility to penetrate through the skin. Thus, its bioavailability could significantly increase when compared to NEG (P<0.05).

Results of the bioavailability study were in line with the results of the in vitro penetration test. EG provided higher amount of QC penetrated when compared to NEG in both tests. It was proved that the smaller drug particles are, the higher their penetration and plasma concentration. Based on those results, ethosomes could increase the penetration and plasma concentration of QC. Taken together, these results demonstrated that EG performed better than NEG.
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### Table 4: Pharmacokinetic Parameters from Bioavailability Study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Formula</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$C_{\text{max}}$ (ng/ml)</td>
<td>EG</td>
<td>413.49±28.64*</td>
<td>189.46±49.68</td>
<td>61.92±14.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_{\text{max}}$ (h)</td>
<td>EG</td>
<td>6.0±0.0</td>
<td>6.0±0.0</td>
<td>1.5±0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUC$_{0-t}$ (ng.h/ml)</td>
<td>EG</td>
<td>4035.15±560.60*</td>
<td>584.87±265.46</td>
<td>431.21±239.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUC$_{0-\infty}$ (ng.h/ml)</td>
<td>EG</td>
<td>5242.63±985.67*</td>
<td>685.64±361.69</td>
<td>545.79±295.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_e$ (h$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>EG</td>
<td>0.08±0.03*</td>
<td>0.22±0.04</td>
<td>0.19±0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_{1/2}$ (h)</td>
<td>EG</td>
<td>10.28±3.42*</td>
<td>3.15±0.44</td>
<td>3.78±1.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EG: ethosomal gel; NEG: non-ethosomal gel; OS: oral suspension

![Fig. 6: Plasma concentration-time profiles of quercetin in rats after single transdermal administration of 20 mg/kg quercetin Mean±SD, n=6; - ethosomal gel (EG); - non-ethosomal gel (NEG); - ▲ - oral suspension (OS)](link to image)
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